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The second adiabatic invariant and neoclassical transport in stellarators
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The second adiabatic invariantJi for locally trapped particles is used for calculating neoclassical
transport in stellarators. A numerical method for calculating the variation ofJi on a magnetic
surface is developed, which allows one to make the calculations in an arbitrary stellarator magnetic
field given in real-space coordinates without transforming the field to magnetic coordinates.
Equations for neoclassical particle and energy fluxes for the 1/n transport regime are derived, which
are expressed through the variation ofJi . By making use of these method and equations, an
evaluation of neoclassical transport properties is made for a real-space realization of quasihelical
symmetry, which has been examined recently in magnetic coordinates. ©1999 American Institute
of Physics.@S1070-664X~99!00601-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is known from neoclassical transport theory1–5 that in
stellarators the magnetic field asymmetry can lead to
hanced low-collisional transport, which is associated w
the bounce-averaged drift of locally trapped particles~‘‘ba-
nana’’ drift! across the magnetic surfaces. For an axially
helically symmetric magnetic field, the trapped particles a
move across the magnetic surfaces. However, for suc
field, in contrast to stellarators, the bounce-averaged d
across the magnetic surfaces equals zero and the
collisional transport is less than for stellarators. The num
cal studies in Refs. 6 and 7, and in numerous follow
works related to neoclassical transport in stellarators, h
verified the predictions of analytical theory and have sho
the possibility for the reduction of neoclassical losses in
alistic magnetic configurations. The reduction of neoclass
transport in stellarators is a topic of intense research
present.

In many interesting cases, the trapped particle mot
can be described in terms of the second adiabatic invar
Ji5rv idl. The quantityJi can be considered as a functio
of the trapped particle energy, magnetic moment, and
banana position on a magnetic surface. For such a cons
ation, the variation ofJi on a magnetic surface is directl
related to the banana motion across the magnetic surf
This variation enters into the general equations of neocla
cal transport theory through the terms that are responsible
the transport across the magnetic surfaces due to the m
netic field asymmetry~see, e.g., Refs. 1, 2, and 5!. It is often
used in analytical studies of neoclassical transport in stell
tors.

In the present paper, a numerical method of comput
the variation ofJi on a magnetic surface is developed. Th
method is based on the integration along magnetic field li
and can be used in an arbitrary stellarator magnetic fi
given in real-space coordinates. Then, equations expre

a!Electronic mail: ipp@ipp.kharkov.ua
1221070-664X/99/6(1)/122/8/$15.00
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through the variation ofJi are obtained for neoclassical pa
ticle and energy fluxes for the 1/n transport regime in which
the neoclassical transport coefficients are increasing with
collision frequency decreasing. It is necessary to note
many numerical studies of confinement properties for s
cific stellarators are based on the use of magnetic coo
nates. For the magnetic field given in real-space coordina
the methods of computing the magnetic coordinates
developed.8,9 A characteristic feature of the present paper
that our calculations are performed in Cartesian coordina
without transforming the field to magnetic coordinates.
this approach, an essential role belongs to the straightforw
numerical calculation of the gradient of the magnetic surfa
function in the given magnetic field.10,11

The proposed method is used for investigating neoc
sical transport properties of a real-space realization o
quasihelically symmetric stellarator, examined in Ref. 12,
magnetic coordinates.13 The magnetic field is considered as
superposition of toroidal harmonic functions containing t
associated Legendre functions. We have considered the n
boundary and inner magnetic surfaces for the configura
corresponding to the sufficiently large number of decom
sition terms. The possibility of reduction of the number
decomposition terms is also considered.

II. BASIC EQUATIONS

It is convenient to present the variation ofJi on a mag-
netic surface in the coordinate systemc,u0 ,w, where a mag-
netic field line is the intersection of thec5const andu0

5const surfaces;c5const is the magnetic surface equatio
Using the corresponding equations,14,15 we can write

]Ji

]u0
5

eB

mc
A g

g33
dc, ~1!

where gik is the metric tensor of the coordinate syste
c,u0 ,w,g33 corresponds to the coordinate axis directed alo
the magnetic field line,g5Det(gik), dc is the increment inc
due to the excursion of a trapped particle across the magn
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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surface during one bounce periodtb . We shall computedc
by the method of integration along the magnetic field lin
for a given stellarator magnetic field in Cartesian coor
nates. For this calculation, guiding center drift equations
used in the limit of a small gyroradius.

In arbitrary steady-state magnetic and electric fields,
guiding center drift equations can be written in the followi
most convenient form:16–18

dr

dt
5v i

B

B
1vd , ~2!

vd5
er i

mcD S“3~r iB!2
B@B–“3~r iB!#

B2 D , ~3!

dv i

dt
52S 1

2
J'“B2

e

m
ED –~h1r i“3h!/D, ~4!

where J'5v'
2 /B is the transverse adiabatic invariant,r i

5mcv i /eB, h5B/B, D511r iB–(“3B)/B2. In principle,
the energy conservation in a steady-state field permits u
dispense with Eq.~4! in the system of guiding center drif
equations~2!–~4!. However, it is convenient to use Eq.~4! in
the calculations because for the trapped particlesv i becomes
zero and changes its sign at the turning points.

We assume~as is common in calculatingJi! that the
Larmor radius of a particle and the electric field are rat
small and, consequently, a displacement of the part
across a magnetic field line during one bounce period is
significant. Therefore, as a first approximation, it is possi
to neglect the second term on the right-hand side of Eq.~2!
and to solve Eqs.~2! and ~4! by the method of integration
along a magnetic field line. Equation~3! is used in this case
for calculating the rate of change ofc, dc/dt5vd–“c. As a
result, we arrive at the following set of equations:

dr

dt
5v i

B

B
, ~5!

dv i

dt
52S 1

2
J'“B2

e

m
ED –~h1r i“3h!/D, ~6!

dc

dt
5vd–“c. ~7!

For the“c calculation we shall use the method of Re
11, which is based on integration along a magnetic field l
in a given magnetic field. In accordance with this meth
we add the following equations to Eqs.~5!–~7!:

dP

dt
52

v i

B S ]B1

]j1
P1

]B2

]j1
Q1

]B3

]j1
GD , ~8!

dQ

dt
52

v i

B S ]B1

]j2
P1

]B2

]j2
Q1

]B3

]j2
GD , ~9!

dG

dt
52

v i

B S ]B1

]j3
P1

]B2

]j3
Q1

]B3

]j3
GD . ~10!

In Eqs.~8!–~10!, B1, B2, andB3 are the contravariant com
ponents of the vectorB in a nonorthogonal curvilinear sys
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tem of coordinates (j1 ,j2 ,j3), P5]c/]j1 , Q5]c/]j2 ,
andG5]c/]j3 ; the multiplierv i /B corresponds to the in
tegration variablet.

Calculatingr , v i , and“c with the help of Eqs.~5!, ~6!,
~8!–~10! and simultaneously solving Eq.~7!, we shall find
the c value for each moment of timet. For t5tb @tb is the
bounce period; see explanation after formula~1!; one can
find tb simultaneously with other quantities solving Eqs.~5!,
~6!# we obtain

dc5c~tb! @c~0!50#. ~11!

The initial conditions needed for solving Eqs.~5!–~10!
can be determined from the preceding computation of
magnetic surface of interest. For a part of this surface co
sponding to one magnetic field period, we select a se
magnetic field lines for whichdc will be calculated. For each
of these lines, the point corresponding to a minimumB value
is taken as the initial point of integration in Eqs.~5!–~10!.
The initial values of“c at these points are determined usi
the method of Ref. 11 concurrently with the magnetic s
face computation. Solving Eqs.~5!–~10! under these initial
conditions, one can obtain thedc distribution as a function
of the initial value of the particle longitudinal velocityv i i

and the position of the considered segment of the magn
field line on the magnetic surface~this position corresponds
to a certain value ofu0!.

The results of thedc calculation~11! have to be used for
obtaining]Ji /]u0 @with the help of Eq.~1!, the calculation
of the metric tensorgik is discussed in the following section#.
It is convenient to present the calculation results for]Ji /]u0

as a function of the parameterg,

g5v i i /v'0 , ~12!

wherev'05AJ'B0, B0 is the average longitudinal magnet
field, which is a constant for the configuration and intr
duced for convenience~for example,B0 may be the mean
magnetic field on the circular axis of the torus!. The g pa-
rameter is directly related to the depth of particle trappin
For the deeply trapped particlesv i i50 and g50; for the
transition from trapped particles to untrappedv i i5v i i max

andg5gmax.
The distribution of]Ji /]u0 over the magnetic surface

of interest as a function ofg gives the initial data needed fo
the further investigation of neoclassical transport propert
Note that, as is known, for an axially or helically symmetr
magnetic field]Ji /]u0 equals zero.

III. NEOCLASSICAL TRANSPORT EVALUATION

In order to evaluate the neoclassical transport let us
the bounce-averaged drift kinetic equation for trapped p
ticles and corresponding neoclassical flux equations that
obtained in Refs. 19 and 20 for an arbitrary toroidal magne
field. We shall consider the 1/n transport regime at whichn
is so small that the helical trapping can occur, but is still hi
enough for the helically trapped particles not to precess
tirely around the minor axis of the torus during a collisio
time. For this regime from Eqs.~2.1! and ~2.2! of Ref. 20,
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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where the variablesj1 ,j2 ,j3 correspond to variable
c,u0 ,w in the present paper, one can obtain the kinetic eq
tion

]Ji

]u0

] f j
~0!

]c
5n jmj

2v2Aj

ejB

mjc
A g

g33

]

]w S Ji

] f j
~1!

]w D , ~13!

and the expressions for particle and energy fluxes~averaged
over a magnetic surface!, Gn and GT , for a period of the
magnetic field:

Gn5
cp

ej
E du0E

0

`

dJ'E
wmin

wmax
dw

]Ji

]u0
f j

~1! ~14!

~the flux GT differs from Gn by the factormjv
2/2 in the

integrand!. Heref j
(0) is the Maxwellian distribution forj-type

particles,f j
(1) is a small correction to this distribution,w is

the particle energy, wmin5wmin(J' ,c,u0), and wmax

5wmax(J' ,c,u0) are the minimum and maximum energi
that are attainable by the trapped particles. The Coulo
collision frequencyn j and the quantityAj are the same as in
Refs. 2 and 20. The limits of the energy integration in~14!,
wmin and wmax, correspond, respectively, to deeply trapp
particles (v i i50, g50! and to transition from trapped pa
ticles to untrapped (v i i5v i i max, g5gmax!. The relationship
between the particle energyw and theg parameter for a fixed
field line has the formw5ef1mJ'(Bmin1B0g

2)/2 ~f is the
electric potential!.

Solving Eq. ~13! for the boundary conditions
f j

(1)(wmax)50 andJi(wmin)50 ~becauseJi50 for g50 and
f j should coincide withf j

(0) for g5gmax!, we find ~particle
type indicesj are omitted!:

f ~1!5
c

nmv2AeB
Ag33

g E
wmax

w dw8

Ji~w8!
E

wmin

w8
dw9

]Ji

]u0

] f ~0!

]c
.

~15!

Substituting~15! into ~14!, and integrating by parts, we fin

Gn52
c2p

ne2m E du0

B
Ag33

g E
0

` dJ'

Av2

] f ~0!

]c

3E
wmin

wmax dw

Ji~w! S E
wmin

w

dw8
]Ji

]u0
D 2

. ~16!

Since v2'v'
2 5J'B'J'B0 , ] f (0)/]c is taken out of the

integrand for the integration overw. The energy fluxGT

differs from ~16! by the presence of an additional fact
mJ'B0/2 in the integrand.

To calculate the right-hand side of Eq.~16!, the calcula-
tion of Ji is also required and a method of integration ov
u0 is needed. For theJi calculation, Eqs.~5!–~7! may be
supplemented by the equation

dJi~ t !

dt
5v i

2 @Ji~0!50#. ~17!

The result of integration of this equation for one boun
period gives theJi value. To obtain the method of integra
tion over u0 , let us consider in the contravariant basis
infinite small element of vectordr ,

dr5e1dc1e2du01e3dw, ~18!
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e15
“u03“w

u~¹c3¹u0!•¹wu
, e25

“w3“c

u~“c3“u0!–“wu
,

~19!

e35
“c3“u0

u~“c3“u0!–“wu
.

If the coordinatesc, u0 , w are introduced in accordance wit
the well-known Clebsch representation ofB, B
5“c3“u0 , the following relationships are easily obtaine
from ~18! and ~19!:

BA g

g33
51, du05

B•“w

u“w3“cu
dlp . ~20!

Herel p is the arclength of the curve, which is the intersecti
of the magnetic surface and thew5const surface. For ob
taining the second relationship in~20!, one must put in~18!,
dc50 anddw50.

With the use of relationships~20! the neoclassical trans
port fluxes,Gn andGT , can be calculated if]Ji /]u0 andJi

are obtained as functions ofJ' andw ~or J' andv i i!. Note
that these fluxes represent only a contribution from magn
field asymmetry to the total neoclassical transport fluxes

It follows from Eq. ~16! that the integrands in the equa
tions for neoclassical transport fluxes are functions of de
of particle trapping and are proportional to the square
]Ji /]u0 . Therefore, the investigation of the quanti
]Ji /]u0 as a function of the depth of particle trapping a
position on a magnetic surface is of independent interest
estimating neoclassical transport properties. For this purp
it is convenient to present the calculation results for]Ji /]u0

in a normalized form as the dependence ofh on g ~12!,
where the parameterh is related to the quantity]Ji /]u0 by

h5van

eR

mcJ'
5van

R

v'0r L0
, ~21!

with

van5
1

tbu¹c i u
mc

eB
Ag33

g

]Ji

]u0
. ~22!

HereR is the major radius of the torus,“c i is the“c value
at the initial point of integration in Eqs.~5!–~10!, r L0

5mcv'0 /eB0 is the Larmor radius calculated forB5B0 .
Note that in accordance with Refs. 14 and 15, the quan
van ~22! is a velocity of bounce-averaged drift of the trapp
particle across a magnetic surface.

To explain the introduction of theh parameter, let us
consider a velocity of bounce-averaged radial drift of t
trapped particle frequently used in the theoretical resea
model of a standard stellarator magnetic field with a circu
cross section of the magnetic surfaces and a planar circ
magnetic axis@see, e.g., Eq.~6! in Ref. 1 or Eq.~2.12! in
Ref. 2#:

^ ṙ &5v r sin q,

v r5e t

mc

er
, e t5

r

R
, m5

mv'
2

2B
,

P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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125Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 6, No. 1, January 1999 V. V. Nemov
whereq is poloidal angle counted round the circular ma
netic axis in thew50 plane@in accordance with formulas
~20! the relationshipu05rBwq betweenu0 and q can be
obtained#. In our notation ^ ṙ &5van and v r5mcJ'/2eR.
Therefore, multiplying the equation for^ ṙ & by the combina-
tion eR/mcJ' and taking into account~21!, one obtains for a
standard stellarator,

h5hm
s sin q, ~23!

with

hm
s 50.5. ~24!

In the general case, a maximum magnitude ofh differs from
hm

s 50.5. Using the relations~21! and ~22! for h, van, and
]Ji /]u0 allows one to perform a convenient comparison
the quantities]Ji /]u0 andvan in various magnetic configu
rations of equivalent sizes.

IV. APPLICATION TO QUASIHELICAL SYMMETRY

To exemplify the proposed technique, let us conside
magnetic configuration that is one of the possible real-sp
realizations of a zero-beta variant of quasihelical symme
investigated in magnetic coordinates in Ref. 12. Such a
tem is of the Helias-type,21 with an additional optimization
for decreasing the magnetic field asymmetry. In the quas
lically symmetric systems,12 a toroidal three-dimensionally
nonuniform magnetic field expressed in the magne
coordinates13 possesses ‘‘helical’’ symmetry. Such a symm
try has to improve the confinement properties of the syste
due to a decrease in the particle and energy drift flu
across the magnetic surfaces.12,13 Theoretical research22,23

shows that it is not possible to satisfy exactly the quasihel
symmetry conditions in the whole confinement volum
Therefore, the study of the question, on the value of
actual reduction of neoclassical losses in a stellarator sys
with a magnetic field chosen according to quasihelical sy
metry conditions, is of significant interest. We consider
corresponding magnetic field as a superposition of a la
but finite number of toroidal harmonic functions containi
the associated Legendre functions and use the represen
of a magnetic field through these functions in the form giv
in Ref. 24~see also Ref. 11 and the Appendix in this pape!.
The decomposition coefficients of superposition were
tained by minimizing the magnetic field component that
normal to the given boundary magnetic surface found in R
12. The geometry of this boundary surface determines
confinement properties of the configuration.

Further on, we suppose the electric fieldE to be de-
scribed by a potentialf (E52“f). We also assume thatf
is a function of magnetic surfaces only. Various sets of
composition terms were considered. We start with a su
ciently large number of terms, which satisfies the conditio

unu<12, m5mpM , 0<M<12, mp56, ~25!

wheren andm are the poloidal and toroidal harmonic num
bers;mp is the number of periods along the torus.
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A. The results of calculations under conditions „25…

The results of calculations of]Ji /]u0 expressed through
the h parameter~21! are presented below for three typic
magnetic surfaces.

Figure 1 shows these magnetic surfaces and the bo
ary surface12 ~in the w50 cross section and through half o
the magnetic field period, the dimensions are given in
same relative units as in Ref. 12!. The magnetic surfaces ar
characterized by coordinater0 of the initial point in the pre-
ceding integration of equations of magnetic field lines~in the
w50 cross section forz50!. The rotational transformi ~in
units of 2p! is also given in the figure caption.

First, we consider the results for the magnetic surfa
close to the boundary, withr0512.33. On this surface, num
bers indicate the magnetic field lines for which we pres
the results ofh calculations. In Fig. 2 theB/B0 distributions
are presented for these lines within one period of the m
netic field. For these lines, Fig. 3 shows the calculatedh
values as functions ofg ~12!. To avoid overloading of the

FIG. 1. Boundary surface~Ref. 12! ~solid line! and magnetic surfaces cor
responding to the conditions~25! for r0512.33~near boundary,i51.475!,
r0512.25 (i51.46), andr0511.95~inner, i51.41!.

FIG. 2. Distribution ofB within one magnetic field period for field lines
numbered in Fig. 1 for the surfacer0512.33 (b5B/B0 ,v5mpw/2p).
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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figure, the curves for field lines 4 and 8, which should
between curves 3,5 and 7,9, are not presented in Fig. 2.
the same reason, Fig. 3 gives graphs for field lines 7, 8, 9
only; for the rest of the field lines theh behavior is explained
in the figure caption.

It follows from the calculation results that the distrib
tion of h over the magnetic surface is periodic with the p
riod corresponding to a part of the magnetic surface betw
the field lines 1 and 11 in Fig. 1~in a counterclockwise
direction!. This periodicity is a characteristic feature of th
configuration under consideration and manifests itself in
following fact. The calculation results obtained for any fie
line crossing thew50 plane after field line 11 coincide, with
the results for the corresponding field line crossing this pl
after field line 1. The only difference is that for these tw
field lines w coordinates of the points of minimumB differ
one from another by 2p/mp . From Fig. 2 one can conclud
that for the field line directly after line 11 the point of min
mum B has w.2p/mp and is out of the interval 0<w
<2p/mp . Note that field line 11 intersects thew52p/mp

plane at the point withr andz coordinates, which coincide
with the r andz coordinates of point 1 in thew50 plane.

The results show that theh value varies withg and
passes through zero at someg value, in contrast to the stan
dard stellarator model for whichh is independent ofg. It can
be seen from Fig. 3 that the maximum ofh value,hm , turns
out to be significantly smaller than that for the standa
model of stellarator~23!. Only in rare cases,h reaches nearly
0.1. On the average,hm'0.05 in contrast tohm50.5 for the
standard stellarator model.

Further on, theg values corresponding to the transitio
from particles trapped within one magnetic well~magnetic
field period! to particles that are untrapped or trapped with
two or more magnetic wells~magnetic field periods! along
the field line are denoted byg t

(n) ~n is the field line index in

FIG. 3. Parameterh ~21! as a function ofg ~12! for the magnetic surface
r0512.33~the curves are numbered according to numbers of field line
Fig. 1!; for field lines 2, 3, 4, 5 theh values are approximately equal i
magnitude, but opposite in sign to those in the graphs for field lines 10,
7; for field lines 1, 6, 11h'0 independent ofg; g t

(n)'0.47 for n
51,2,3,9,10 andg t

(n)'0.48 forn54,5,6,7,8.
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figures!. The results show that for the near-boundary ma
netic surface (r0512.33) g t

(n)'0.5 for all n. For particles
corresponding tog>0.5, theh value is practically equal to
zero.

After calculating]Ji /]u0 , the neoclassical transport co
efficients can be calculated with the use of equations forGn

andGT @see Eq.~16!#. In the present paper we shall consid
only estimates for these coefficients. It follows from Eq.~16!
that, qualitatively, the neoclassical transport coefficients
proportional to the square of]Ji /]u0 @or to a square ofh, as
can be seen from Eqs.~21! and~22!#. The maximum value of
h for the near-boundary magnetic surface is approximate
factor of 10 less thanhm for the standard stellarator mode
~24!.

Thus, for this surface, one would expect that the con
bution from the magnetic field asymmetry to the neoclass
transport coefficients would be a hundred times less than
corresponding contribution for the standard model of
stellarator1,2 of equivalent size.

Now we shall discuss the results of theh calculations for
the magnetic surfaces withr0512.25 andr0511.95 ~see
Fig. 1!. The calculations show that for the surface withr0

512.25 the value ofh, on average, exceeds the results
the near-boundary surface withr0512.33 only insignifi-
cantly. Theg interval corresponding to the trapped particl
is a little bit narrower than that for the surface withr0

512.33.
For the inner magnetic surface (r0511.95), theg inter-

val of 0<g<0.16 corresponds to trapped particles. T
maximum value ofh has amounted to about 0.25.

In Ref. 12 the conditions of quasihelical symmetry a
attained just for the boundary surface. In the magnetic c
figuration considered here, the conditions of magnetic fi
symmetry are not satisfied exactly because]Ji /]u0 differs,
in general, from zero. However, as follows from the resu
obtained for h, the quasihelical symmetry conditions a
only slightly violated for the near-boundary magnetic su
face, whereas for the inner magnetic surface these condit
are violated more strongly. These results are in good ag
ment with the analytical prediction of Ref. 22 that it is n
possible to satisfy exactly the quasihelical symmetry con
tions in the whole confinement volume.

We have also considered the magnetic surface with
initial point of integration that lies on the boundary surface12

(r0512.35). This surface turned out to be an island surf
with the rotational transformi5 3

2.
In the conclusion of this section note that the calcu

tions were also made with an increased number of harm
ics, which correspond to the conditionsunu<15, 0<M
<15. The results of these calculations turned out to be o
insignificantly better than the above results. The magn
surface corresponding tor0512.35 remains an island sur
face. For the near-boundary magnetic surfacer0512.33, on
average,hm remainshm'0.05.

For the practical realization of a magnetic configurati
of interest, it is important to know to what extent the ma
netic field representation may be simplified without sign
cant aggravation of the configuration confinement propert

n

8,
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Therefore, further calculations are performed for the
creased number of harmonics.

B. The results of calculations for the reduced number
of decomposition terms

Now we shall consider two examples corresponding
the conditions

unu<8, m5mpM , 0<M<8, mp56, ~26!

and

unu<5, m5mpM , 0<M<5, mp56, ~27!

instead of the conditions~25!.
Figure 4 shows the boundary surface12 and two magnetic

surfaces that are close to the last closed magnetic surface
the conditions ~26! and ~27! ~with r0512.29 and r0

512.25, respectively!. It follows from the figure that the
sizes of the last closed magnetic surfaces are diminish
with the number of decomposition terms decreasing.

For the magnetic surface withr0512.29@the conditions
~26!#, the results ofh calculations turned out to be qualita
tively the same as for the near-boundary magnetic surfa
corresponding to the conditions~25! ~the magnitude ofh
varies withg!, but somewhat greater in magnitude. On av
age,hm'0.1; in rare casesh reaches nearly 0.2. Howeve
under the conditions~27! ~the magnetic surface withr0

512.25!, the results are significantly different from the la
results. Figure 5 shows the calculatedh values as functions
of g under these conditions. On average, the magnitudeh
is close to theh magnitude for the standard stellarator mod
~23!. The maximumh value somewhat exceeds the corr
sponding value~24!.

So, it follows from the results that the sizes of the la
closed magnetic surfaces are diminishing and the magni
of h is increasing, with the number of the decompositi
terms decreasing. However, it is necessary to note tha
the same number of decomposition terms the results ca
improved if the kind of superposition other than that for t

FIG. 4. Boundary surface12 ~solid line! and magnetic surfaces that are clo
to the last closed magnetic surfaces corresponding to the conditions~26!
~r0512.29, curves a! and ~27! (r0512.25, curves b!.
Downloaded 26 Oct 2001 to 129.27.161.46. Redistribution subject to AI
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conditions~26! or ~27! is taken for the magnetic field repre
sentation. For example, for the superposition correspond
to the conditions

252M<n<52M , m5mpM , 0<M<5,
~28!

mp56

@with the same number of decomposition terms as for con
tions ~27!#, the last closed magnetic surface turns out to
closer to the surfacea in Fig. 4 than to the surfaceb, and the
h values are approximately two times less in magnitude t
those in the graphs in Fig. 5.

V. DISCUSSION

At present, a number of numerical methods have b
developed for simulating the transport fluxes in stellarat
of arbitrary geometry~e.g., the methods based on the Mon
Carlo and Fokker–Planck approaches!. The transport codes
based on these methods yield the fluxes with good accur
However, for a full analysis of the transport processes in a
magnetic configuration under investigation and for the tra
port optimization of the configuration, other methods are a
necessary, which may give a clear physical interpretation
the results obtained by a Monte Carlo~or Fokker–Planck!
code and allow one to carry out a preliminary analysis a
choice of the magnetic configuration parameters.

Analytic theory of transport could be the most suitab
for such purposes. However, when applying this theory
real stellarator magnetic configurations, significant diffic
ties arise due to the magnetic field complexity. Therefo
until the present time,the analytic consideration of transp
in stellarators turns out to be possible only for rather sim
magnetic field models at rather small distances from
magnetic axis.

In the present work the possibility of applying the an
lytic theory of transport is expanded to real stellarator m

FIG. 5. Parameterh ~21! as a function ofg ~12! for the magnetic surface
corresponding to the conditions~27! ~see Fig. 4,r0512.25; the curves are
numbered according to the numbers of field lines in Fig. 4!; for field lines 7,
8, 9, 10 theh values are approximately equal in magnitude, but opposite
sign to those in the graphs for field lines 5, 4, 3, 2; for field lines 1, 6,
h'0 independent ofg; g t

(2)50.45,g t
(3)50.44,g t

(4)50.39,g t
(5)50.34.
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netic fields, and additional numerical methods are used.
the 1/n regime of low-collisional transport, which is ver
important for stellarators, an equation for transport flux
@Eq. ~16!# is derived in the case of an arbitrary stellara
magnetic field. This equation clearly shows that the flux
are proportional to the square of an integral over energyw of
the quantity]Ji /]u0 . Therefore, with]Ji /]u0 decreasing,
the transport coefficients are also decreasing. With the us
Eqs. ~1!, ~5!–~11!, and~17!, the quantities]Ji /]u0 andJi ,
which enter into Eq.~16!, can be calculated numerically fo
magnetic surfaces of interest as functions of banana pos
on the magnetic surface~this position corresponds to a ce
tain value ofu0! andg parameter~12! ~see, e.g., Figs. 3 an
5!. Integration overw in Eq. ~16! for ]Ji /]u0 andJi can be
simply reduced to numerical integration overg if one uses
the relationship betweenw andg given in Sec. III. After that,
the integration overJ' in ~16! can be carried out by the
traditional analytical method given in Ref. 2. The remaini
numerical integration overu0 is fulfilled with the use of the
relationships~20!. So, the calculation of Eq.~16! is reduced
to numerical integration overg andu0 , which can easily be
performed using a personal computer.

Since the]Ji /]u0 and Ji calculations require the inte
gration of Eqs.~5!–~11!, ~17! only for one bounce period, th
principal consumption of computer time is connected w
the preceding computation of the magnetic surfaces of in
est and“c quantity for these surfaces. The calculation
sults given in Sec. IV were obtained with the use of perso
computers PENTIUM-1~for the preceding calculations o
the magnetic configurations! and PC-486~for the rest of the
calculations!. Note, for comparison, that a powerful CRA
computer was required for the Monte-Carlo simulations
transport fluxes which were carried out in Ref. 25, whe
magnetic fields were represented also through toroidal
monic functions~of different kinds than in the present pa
per!. The Fokker–Planck codeDKES26 is less time-
consuming than the Monte Carlo code, however, it makes
calculations for a magnetic field represented in magnetic
ordinates.

It turned out that reasonable estimates of confinem
properties for magnetic configurations considered in Sec
can be carried out without an exact calculation of the integ
in ~16!. For these estimates, one can only use the distr
tions of ]Ji /]u0 obtained for these configurations and e
pressed through theh parameter~21!. On the basis of these
estimates, one can conclude with confidence that the non
symmetric 1/n flux for near-boundary region of quasihel
cally symmetric configuration corresponding to the con
tions ~25! would be a 100 times less than the correspond
flux for the standard model of a stellarator1,2 of equivalent
size@if one takes into account~24!#. And, on the other hand
the comparison of Figs. 3 and 5 leads to a conclusion tha
the configuration obeying the conditions~27!, the corre-
sponding flux must be significantly greater than for the c
figuration ~25! and must be of the order of such flux for th
standard stellarator model.

The results show that the dimensionless parameterh is a
useful parameter for a convenient comparison of neoclass
transport properties of various magnetic configurations. A
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follows from Eqs.~21! and ~22!, this parameter is directly
related to]Ji /]u0 and the velocity of bounce-averaged dr
of the trapped particle across the magnetic surface,van. De-
creasing the parameterh leads to the improvement of con
finement properties of a stellarator, type system. From E
~21! and ~22! it follows that, for identical sizes of the mag
netic system, withh decreasing]Ji /]u0 is also decreasing in
Eq. ~16! and the velocityvan is decreasing, too. This leads, i
particular, to the reduction of the neoclassical transport
efficients for the 1/n transport regime considered in this p
per and for other regimes of neoclassical transport1,2,5

(An andn regimes of transport!. The physical explanation o
this reduction follows from neoclassical transport theory a
lies in the fact that withvan decreasing, the step size of th
diffusion across the magnetic surface is also decreasin2,4

For example, for the regime with the dominant role of pa
ticles involved in the collisionless detrapping–retrapping
fect, the step size for the diffusion is proportional tovan and
the time while the particle remains trapped.

The reduction of the maximum value ofh,hm , is also
favorable for decreasing the collisionless losses of trap
particles across the last closed magnetic surface. Withhm

decreasing, the poloidally unclosed ‘‘banana’’ drift orbits b
come poloidally closed and tied closer to the magnetic s
faces. Therefore, decreasing thehm value for the magnetic
surfaces that are close to the last closed magnetic sur
leads to the reduction of the width of the near-boundary
gion from which the trapped particles can be lost.

To exemplify the proposed method, we have conside
nonisland magnetic surfaces. Now we shall briefly disc
the possibility of applying this method to magnetic islan
formed at rational surfaces and for ergodic regions. The m
netic surface functionc, which enters into Eq.~7!, can be
defined as a single-valued function for the regions with
land surfaces, as well as with nonisland magnetic surfa
Therefore, the technique proposed in this paper is comple
applicable for calculations within magnetic islands formed
rational surfaces. However, for ergodic regions with stoch
tic behavior of the magnetic field lines, the magnetic surfa
function cannot be defined as a single-valued functi
Therefore, in the strict sense, the proposed method canno
applied directly to ergodic regions. In the strict sense, m
netic surfaces do not exist within these regions. Nevert
less, for ergodic regions, the proposed method may be u
for approximate estimations of the velocity of the bounc
averaged trapped particle drift across partly destroyed m
netic surfaces. This can be done in the case of low stoc
ticity for rather small intervals of the preceding field lin
integration~where the stochasticity does not strongly ma
fest itself!.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In the method discussed in this paper, the variation oJi

on a magnetic surface,]Ji /]u0 , is numerically calculated by
solving a system of ordinary differential equations deriv
on the basis of guiding center drift equations in the limit
small gyroradius, and equations for calculating the magn
surface function gradient. The method allows one to ma
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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the calculations for any stellarator magnetic field given
real-space coordinates, without transforming the field
magnetic coordinates.

The]Ji /]u0 calculation results obtained as a function
depth of particle trapping and position on a magnetic surf
allow one to calculate neoclassical transport with the use
equations derived in the paper for the 1/n transport regime.
The dimensionless parameterh directly related to]Ji /]u0 is
a convenient parameter for the comparison of confinem
properties for various stellarator systems.

Application of the proposed technique to the quasih
cally symmetric configuration shows that for the ne
boundary magnetic surface one would expect that the co
bution of the magnetic field asymmetry to the neoclass
transport coefficients would be a 100 times less than
corresponding contribution for the standard model of a s
larator of equivalent size~in the case of sufficiently large
number of decomposition terms in the quasi-helically sy
metric magnetic field!.

The method proposed in the paper gives a new poss
ity for the analysis of confinement of plasma in stellara
magnetic configurations.
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APPENDIX: MAGNETIC FIELD REPRESENTATION

It is often convenient to consider a vacuum toroid
magnetic field as a superposition of toroidal harmonic fu
tions containing the associated Legendre functions. We s
use the representation of a magnetic field through these f
tions in the form given in Ref. 24~see also Ref. 11!:

F5 (
n50

`

(
m52`

`

HnmFnm , mÞ0, Aw5 (
n50

`

CnAwn ,

~A1!

Fnm5Acoshh2cosuQn21/2
m ~coshh!sin~nu1mw!,

~A2!

Awn5Acoshh2cosuQn21/2
1 ~coshh!cos~nu!. ~A3!

HereQn21/2
m is the associated Legendre function of the s

ond kind,h, u, w is the toroidal system of coordinates, ass
ciated with the cylindrical system of coordinatesr, w, z ~the
axis z coincides with the main axis of the torus!, and Hnm

andCn are the decomposition coefficients. With the help
the scalar potentialF, a variable~periodic! in w(mÞ0) com-
ponent of a magnetic field~“F! is defined. A component o
the vector potentialAw serves for the definition of an axiall
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symmetric (m50) component of a poloidal field (“3Aw).
Besides the components determined throughF andAw , the
complete magnetic field should also contain a longitudi
componentb0 ,

b05~b0r ,b0w ,b0s!5~0,b0R/r,0! ~A4!

~R is the circular axis radius,b05const!.
Expressions~A1!–~A3! differ from the more general ex

pressions forF andAw ~see Ref. 24!, in that the terms with
cos(nu1mw) in the scalar potential and terms with sin(nu) in
the vector potential are absent. However, in such a form t
are quite sufficient for the solution of a problem with stella
ator symmetry for which the magnetic field componentsBw

andBz do not change with a simultaneous change in the s
of the coordinatesw andz (w→2w,z→2z), and the com-
ponentBr does change its sign (Br→2Br).
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